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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand what Autodesk Forge means to BIM 360 customers
Learn industry success stories with using BIM 360 and Forge
Explore opportunities to integrate BIM 360 into construction ecosystem
Learn how to get started and where to find resources

Description
You have probably heard that next-generation BIM 360 products are being built on top of
Autodesk Forge platform, and seen various demos highlighting the advanced technology that
Forge provides. What does this mean to a BIM 360 enterprise customer? By leveraging the
“free” and “add-on” Forge web services that come with BIM 360 subscription, enterprise
customers will be able to elevate the return-on-investment of BIM 360 to the next level. In this
session, we will share with you the success stories and use cases, from enterprise customers’
perspective, on how to use Forge to extend and integrate capabilities of BIM 360 to align with
the company workflows and fit into the ecosystem within the enterprise. You will get better
understanding on what is available and applicable out of Forge to BIM 360, and gain
inspirations on ideas as to what you can do with your models and data to power the future of
construction.
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Objective
This turorial will demostrate how to get your models out of BIM 360 Docs and integrate with your
own applications.
We will use Postman to demonstate Forge APIs. Download Postman tool from :
https://www.getpostman.com/
Postman is a great tool to quickly test and understand Rest APIs with no coding requirement.
The same steps can be exectuted in almost any programming languages, such as C#,
Javascript, Java or Python.

Provision your Forge App to BIM 360 Account
Create a Forge App
Go to Autodesk Forge website: https://developer.autodesk.com, log in with your Autodesk
account, and create a Forge App. Keep a note of:
•
•

Client ID
Client Secret

Add the Forge App to BIM 360 Account
BIM 360 Account Administration is the game keeper to not only access of users to BIM 360
projects/services, but also access of APIs to the data in the account.
Navigate to BIM 360 Account Admin -> Settings -> Custom Integrations, and add a custom
integration. Please find more details at: https://fieldofviewblog.wordpress.com/2017/01/19/bim360-activating-api-access-to-docs/
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Retrieve your BIM 360 Account data
Retrieve your BIM 360 Docs model with Forge
Authenticate
The first step to use all Forge APIs is to authenticate the Forge App to get a valid access token.
Forge API used
API Endpoint
API
Documentation

Authentication (Oauth)
POST
https://developer.api.autodesk.com/authentication/v1/authenticate
https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/oauth/v2/reference/http/authen
ticate-POST/

Open Postman, fill out the request URL and required body parameters. The Forge App Client ID
and Client Secret is needed here.
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Hit the Send button and the access token will be included in the response body:
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Notice the response also includes a “expires_in” parameter, which indicates that the access
token is going to be valid in 3599 second (~1 hour) since it is generated.
Take a note of the access token or add it to the environment variable in Postman.

Navigate BIM 360 accounts, Docs projects, folders, models and versions
The objective of this step is to use Forge APIs to navigate in a BIM 360 Docs project.

Get BIM 360 Hubs
Forge API used
API Endpoint

Data Management API
GET https://developer.api.autodesk.com/project/v1/hubs

API
Documentation

https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/data/v2/reference/http/hubsGET/

The access token that is obtained in last step is needed in the header section. The header is
also requiqred in all of the subsquent API requests.
Web service request in Postman:

Web service response in Postman:
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This API will give the basic metadata of all BIM 360 accounts that are available to the given
Forge App by its Client ID. The most important information is the ID of a BIM 360 account. Take
a note of the ID value of or add it to the environment variable in Postman.

Get BIM 360 Docs Projects in a BIM 360 Account
Forge API used
API Endpoint
API
Documentation

Data Management API
GET
https://developer.api.autodesk.com/project/v1/hubs/:hub_id/projects
https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/data/v2/reference/http/hubshub_id-projects-GET/

The ID of the BIM 360 account obtained in last step is needed here in order to retrieve the
projects metadata in the given account:
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Web service response in Postman:
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I created a BIM 360 Docs project called “AU 2017 Demo” and will use this project for the
following turorials.
Take a note of a project ID or add it to the environment variable in Postman.

Get top folder in a BIM 360 Docs project
BIM 360 Docs have two high-level folders by default: Plan and Project Files. The goal of this
step is to retrieve the Plan folder information in order to get a model in the folder.

Forge API used
API Endpoint
API
Documentation

Data Management API
GET
https://developer.api.autodesk.com/project/v1/hubs/:hub_id/projects/:pr
oject_id/topFolders
https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/data/v2/reference/http/hubshub_id-projects-project_id-topFolders-GET/

Both the BIM 360 account ID and the project ID is needed in the request URL to get the top
folder information.
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Take a note of the ID value of the Plan folder or add it to the environment variable in Postman.
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Get the contents in the Plan folder
In this step, we will get the contents in the Plan folder, and retrieve the URN of a model called
“56570_Arch.rvt” in the folder
Forge API used
API Endpoint
API
Documentation

Data Management API
GET
https://developer.api.autodesk.com/data/v1/projects/:project_id/folders/:
folder_id/contents
https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/data/v2/reference/http/projects
-project_id-folders-folder_id-contents-GET/
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Locate the model in the response and find the attribute “derivatives” which contains an ID of
the translated model URN. This ID is what we need to view a BIM 360 Docs model in other
applications.

View your model outside of Docs
Go to the basic viewer example on Forge website:
https://developer.autodesk.com/en/docs/viewer/v2/tutorials/basic-viewer/
Follow the steps to create a basic index.html file. Notice there are the two attribute values need
to be replaced.
accessToken: '<YOUR_APPLICATION_TOKEN>'
var documentId = 'urn:<YOUR_URN_ID>';

Replace with your access token obtained from the Authenticate step;
Replace with your model URN obtained in last step.
Now this is my BIM 360 Docs model in a simple HTML page.
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